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Boiler tube failures remain a leading cause of lost availability in power boilers. The need for strategic planning with regard to inspections, preventative maintenance and targeted replacements is great. Identifying where and how to begin a boiler management program can be viewed as an insurmountable obstacle for many utility operators and owners. In addition, the cookie-cutter approach established in many cases results in poor reliability improvement due to specific operating and design conditions not identified and evaluated.

The challenges in reducing a unit’s forced outage rate include reductions in the plant’s engineering staff, an aging workforce, and the need to remain competitive. Plant managers are routinely faced with the daunting task of determining the current condition of their equipment, forecasting outage budgets and schedules, and performing risk assessments for their facilities. Additionally, insurance companies are increasingly requiring inspection and maintenance records and new EPA regulations have become a major issue within the industry.

The solution to reducing the forced outage rate of a unit involves taking a comprehensive approach to boiler management utilizing unit specific operational training, advanced data management and strategic inspection, maintenance, and replacement prioritization. Based on over 18,000 custom inspections and reports, Thielsch Engineering, Inc. has developed a 3-Step process to improve boiler reliability and life expectancy that ultimately reduces costs associated with scheduled and unscheduled outages.

A UNIT SPECIFIC STRATEGY
Each boiler has its own unique operational history and conditions. To improve a boiler’s reliability, it’s imperative to consider the boiler’s unique conditions to develop a strategic plan to improve safety and reliability. Many plant managers and engineers never get started with a reliability program because the task is so challenging. This integrated 3-Step process includes a System Review, Historical Review and Budget Review. Each step has multiple key components that must be considered when implementing a proven unit specific strategy.

PROCESS STEP 1
- System Review

AGE OF THE UNIT
Facilities built in the 1960’s and 70’s experience damage related to the obvious number of hours of operation; however they were designed with heavier wall thickness in both tubing and header components. As a result, these units tend to have longer life expectancies than some of the newer facilities. Facilities that were built in the 1980s pushed the limits with the “do more with less” approach. Tubing and headers were supplied with thinner walled components, conserving costs on construction, but ultimately reducing the service life of the critical components. Modern facilities are being constructed to adapt to the thermal cycling that has become a part of the energy culture of today and are experiencing earlier than expected failures. Many of these failures are the result of exotic materials that are being used which have not been in service long enough to know the true behavior of the material under the thermal and mechanical stresses of cycling a unit.

DESIGN OF THE UNIT
Some boiler units clearly have inherent design flaws. Various design flaws include the placement of the burners in the furnace, how the tubing/headers are supported and/or the use of water guns or soot blowers. Understanding the inherent design flaws of a specific unit will help a
company become proactive in their approach to preventative maintenance and ascertain areas to target for remaining useful life determinations.

MATERIALS

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) has approved certain steel materials for use as tubes in boilers designed according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code. Section I of the ASME B&PV Code specifies allowable materials in Paragraph PG-9. Other materials have also been approved by specific Code Cases. Understanding the materials specific to a unit and recognizing the inherent concerns of those materials (weldability, resistance to elevated temperatures and pressure, heat transfer ability) will enable facilities to be more progressive in their pursuit to preventing service related damage.

UNDERSTANDING P91/T91

The use of modified 9Cr (grade 91) steel in modern power plants is derived from the superior properties of the material in comparison to carbon steels or lower chrome materials. It boasts superior creep and tensile strength characteristics, which allow thinner materials to be designed into piping systems, pressure vessels and tubing. These are enviable characteristics in terms of thermal cycling, hence the wide spread use of the material in newer combined cycle plants.

There are some critical drawbacks to this material that have been realized over its relatively short lifetime. It provides significant field welding challenges in terms of backing, preheat, and post weld, heat treat programs. There is little margin for error when welding and/or heat treating this material. Unlike carbon and low-alloy steels, the elevated creep strength in 9-Cr material depends on achieving and maintaining a specific microstructure.

Any event during manufacture, erection, or operation that disrupts this microstructure will compromise the integrity of the material and prevent it from achieving the creep properties upon which the Code allowable stresses are based. In such cases the premature failure of such components is a reality. Additionally, softening of the material resulting in lower creep strength and can initiate type IV cracking of the material. It is paramount that the use of this material be firmly understood.

CODE CASE MATERIALS

In the event there is a urgent need for alternative rules concerning materials, construction, or in-service inspection activities not covered by existing Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code rules, or for early implementation of an approved Code revision, ASME may issue a Code Case. The use of Code Case materials are now being used extensively in superheaters and reheaters, specifically in new HRSGs. Many of these materials are an enhancement of 2.25 Cr-1 Mo steel to gain additional high temperature strength. ThIELSCH Engineering, Inc. is currently working with several plants that are or have experienced critical failures due to the use of such code within these sections of the boiler that combine high heat and high gas flows. However, due to the high material costs, these sections are ultimately welded to more common low alloy steels. The resulting dissimilar metal welds (DMW’s) have a tendency to suffer service related deteriorations (cracking) over time. Cracking of dissimilar metal welds is typically attributed to three primary factors. The most significant factor is the difference between the thermal coefficient of expansion of the weld deposit and tubing. This difference results in a significant temperature-induced stress at the weld interface.

The second factor contributing to the
Metallurgical samples representing several significant failure mechanisms affecting tubing in the utility industry. Identifying the root cause of the failure, is paramount to comprehensively reducing future forced outages.

**PROCESS STEP 2**
- **Historical Review**
  - **Key Components**
  - **Failure/Leak Locations**
    - The ability to identify and track the locations of a tube failure and its root cause is essential to comprehensively reducing forced outages. Once the root cause of the failure is properly identified, a long term plan can be implemented to ensure the failures/leaks have been rectified. Proper and current documentation is critical to managing failures and leaks and can be done in real-time with the use of a data management program such as the 4-SYTE System Strategy.

**Failure/Leak Mechanisms**
- Since boiler tube failures have been the subject of immense concern to utility companies and boiler manufacturers, there is a tremendous amount of reports, theories, studies, factual and unfactual communications and investigations concerning the different failure modes and mechanisms. The significant failure mechanisms seen most commonly in the industry have been identified by six broad classifications:
  - Stress Rupture
  - Water-Side Corrosion
  - Fire-Side Corrosion
  - Erosion
  - Fatigue
  - Lack of Quality Control

The most likely failure mechanisms can occur in waterwall, economizer and superheater or reheater tube circuits. Only those mechanisms listed for that specific location need be considered during a failure incident when time is essential.

Primary failure mechanisms are the processes that degrade the tube and produce a failure. Each failure mechanism may include several circumstances such as poor fuel quality, equipment malfunction or improper operation. Each would be considered a root cause since they have created the conditions for a failure mechanism to exist. Verification of the root cause is a vital activity in a
failure investigation and is necessary to assure the correction of a failure problem. Secondary failure mechanisms such as adjacent tube washing or adjacent tube impact can produce a tube failure and are always a concern after an initial failure. Our experts at Thielsch Engineering, Inc. refer to this as collateral damage. Often times following a forced outage as a result of a tube failure, there is such an urgency to return a unit to service, that identifying areas of collateral damage are overlooked. Consequently, the unit is forced offline again as the result of additional tube failures in these collateral damage locations.

MODIFICATIONS

On occasion inherent deficiencies of a unit design will be identified. As a result, the unit may undergo design modifications which can resolve the original design flaw concerns, but ultimately can create other issues such as steam flow restrictions and temperature excursions etc. Additionally, as part of the clean air initiatives currently underway, many units are being modified to burn alternative fuels. Recognizing what modifications have transpired in a specific unit can lend perspective into potential side effects which may be occurring as a result of those modifications.

REPLACEMENTS

As an aging plant begins to experience repeated failures, sections of tubing and other critical components will require replacement. These replaced sections will have fewer hours of operation; therefore will not need to be considered for inspection on the same schedule as original equipment within the unit. This observation is particularly unit specific and is a major basis for why a cookie-cutter approach to inspection/maintenance is ineffective and can lead to squandering of precious budget funding inspecting equipment that has not yet reached a point in its life cycle to require examination.

OPERATIONAL CHANGES

Most power generation facilities were designed on the assumption that they would be operated in a base-load mode or infrequently cycled. However, in response to local power market conditions and the terms of their power purchase agreements, many plants are now cycling their units more frequently than designers had intended. This results in greater thermal stresses, more pressure cycles, and therefore more cyclic fatigue damage and overall faster wear and degradation to the critical components due to both the mechanical and corrosion processes.

As a general comment, cycling service has an adverse effect on the life expectancy of a unit. This is due to the fact that cycling results in fatigue loading (alternating cyclic stresses); whereas base load operation results in creep (sustained stresses). Depending on the severity of the stresses, and the number of cycles, fatigue loading can result in cracking, particularly at restraint locations.

UPSET CONDITIONS

When a unit trips and is brought offline suddenly or experiences a water hammer event, an immense amount of thermal and mechanical fatigue can be introduced to the involved components.

It is beneficial to understand if a unit has experienced any major upsets during its life cycle in order to determine if evaluating areas that wouldn’t normally come under the microscope is necessary. This is similarly unit specific and would be comparable to the considerations you would evaluate if you were purchasing a used car. Just as the purchaser would investigate any past maintenance troubles or collisions of the vehicle prior to purchasing, plant managers must consider the history of their units prior to determining the inspection prioritization of their critical components.
OPERATIONAL TRAINING

Many times the operators of units are responding to directives from a senior authority to bring the unit online or offline to meet the load requirements and capacity. Understanding the effects of ramping constraints in both unit commitment and economic dispatch is imperative. Operators can have a tremendous effect on the life expectancy of a unit simply by recognizing the effects of proper ramp rate execution. Operators have direct control of the temperature of the unit; therefore proper unit specific training can add years to the life of the unit.

PROCESS STEP 3
- Budget Review Key Components
- REMAINING USEFUL LIFE DETERMINATIONS

Determining the remaining useful life of critical components/tubing will allow for proper budgeting for replacements. Additionally, as systems begin to reach the end of their life cycle, more failures will inevitably begin to occur. Understanding when to “cut your losses” and replace sections will improve reliability. Many factors can affect the life expectancy of key components in a boiler including water chemistry, fuel type and quality, thermal cycles, materials, temperature excursions, inadequate heat transfer and flow rate. Understanding key factors associated with a specific unit that can ultimately contribute to shortening the life expectancy is paramount to predicting remaining useful life of critical components.

PRIORITIZATION: INSPECTION, REPAIRS, REPLACEMENT

The ability (and necessity) to develop a plan of action that includes prioritization for inspection, repairs and/or replacements established from the unit specific design and historical operation will dramatically improve the budgetary process. Allotted funds will be used in an effective manner and outage planners will have the ability to provide “back-up” documentation required to warrant the necessity for such funding during the company fiscal budget planning process.
OUTAGE SCHEDULES

Facilities typically have an outage schedule to provide regularly scheduled maintenance and inspection of major components. Short outages typically occur once a year and last about 7-10 days. Major outages typically occur every two-three years and last in upwards of 3-6 weeks depending on if replacements are scheduled or major overhauls of equipment are required. Developing a plan of action and having an understanding of when and why these outages are scheduled can help allocate funding for prioritization of inspections and maintenance.

For example, if a plant is experiencing tube leaks, but aren’t scheduled for a major outage for another year, it may elect to do a “quick fix” or “band aid” type of repair to continue operations until the major outage. It is paramount that the problem be properly analyzed to ensure that the temporary method to “hold” will be effective. This determination requires experience, expertise and documentation of the components in question. All of this can be obtained by utilizing a unit specific strategic plan with a custom data management program.

BUDGETARY ALLOCATION

Alas, the budget. A common frustration among plant managers and planners occurs once the hurdles associated with identifying what needs to be done has been achieved; yet securing the appropriate funds becomes a challenge. Planners must justify the priority for the proposed funds and with that, clear documentation and professional support is essential.

Once the requested funds have been allocated, it must be utilized in the most effective manner with a clear plan of action. A unit specific plan and a real time management plan will not only maximize the return, but also improve overall safety and reliability. Budgets can be justified when the system review and historical data have been retained and readily available by way of a data management program.

EPA REGULATIONS

EPA regulations change constantly and facilities are faced with having to upgrade emissions or retrofit to meet these EPA regulations. Funding that would have otherwise been used for maintenance and inspection or replacements are then reallocated.

A comprehensive unit specific strategic plan combined with a data management program will assist in early detection of a unit’s remaining useful life cycle and/or identify solutions that could potentially void the need to decommission or upgrade. More and more facilities are being decommissioned rather than upgrading because the cost of performing the needed modifications outweigh the profitability of the unit’s potential output.

SAFETY AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Safety and risk management are highly regulated and are vital to a facility’s success. A comprehensive program that focuses on operator training, maintenance and testing, as well as replacing components that have reached the end of their useful life can reduce the risk of component failures within a power boiler. The need to create this custom plan is essential to the overall operation of the facility and most importantly the safety of the workers. Additionally, a progressive data management plan can offer extensive reductions in insurance costs as this establishes a proactive philosophy to prevent catastrophic events.

PROVEN SOLUTIONS

Every producing facility must have a system to better manage overall operations and the use of a data management plan that offers control and real-time solutions from anywhere in the world. The combined process of integrated engineering that includes unit specific education, observation, tracking, proper maintenance and data collection provides a modern approach to a complex and highly competitive market.